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Custom Built Mt Pleasant

Melanie Anderson
Family at home with modern materials
Stone, wood, glass, steel and brick have been successfully
brought together by Devrite Constructions to create a
stylish family residence in Mt Pleasant. The owners share
their home-building experience on these pages.
More inspiring custom-built properties are featured on
pages eight and nine and 28-29. The former, in Shelley, is
on the market and the latter, a Two Rocks residence, was
a HIA-ANZ Housing Awards entry.
Our regular HIA Housing Matters column summarises
why renovating is all the rage and there are detailed
reports in our special Renovation Feature in pages 36-43.
More gorgeous new displays are The Entertainer in
Millbridge and The Grand Empire in Dalyellup.
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Artificial turf ensures year-round green with no maintenance.

The intelligent
design of this
family home
overcomes the
narrowness of
the block, reports
Ingrid
Waltham
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As much as innovative design, ﬂair and style are standard with our homes, there is absolutely
nothing at all that is standard about a Peter Stannard Home. We are a family owned and run
Western Australian business with over 40 years experience building a range of prestigious
homes of exceptional quality. Just part of the difference is in our dedicated personal attention,
and the highest level of care we take in every aspect of creating every individual home.
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The Avonlea

Display centres open: Sat & Sun 1-5pm, Mon & Wed 2-4.30pm. The Dynasty Silkwood Turn, corner Dolomite Crt, Churchlands Ph: 9204 2554
The Avonlea Wright Street, Vertu Private Estate, Forrestdale Ph: 9397 2848 - The Gables Coralvine Grange, Stirling Ph: 9440 4133
Head Ofﬁce: 42 Hasler Rd, Osborne Park WA Ph: 9446 5500 Email: enquiries@peterstannard.com.au For further information and 360o tours www.peterstannardhomes.com.au
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An ultra-stylish galley kitchen is part of the expansive open plan entertaining and living areas.

Making a clever combination
A

very contemporary
fusion of elements
makes up this new
family home near the
river in Mt Pleasant.
Owners Steve and Ali have been
through the process of building
enough times — this is their sixth
— to know when they’ve got it
right.
“Building is something we love
to do,” said Ali.
“We have a lot of input into
each home we build. I have to say
that this experience has been
especially good. Devrite
Constructions was fantastic to deal
with, and we’re so pleased with
the end result.”
With three children —– 13
year-old twin boys and an 11-year
old daughter — the couple needed
to factor in the changing needs of
a growing family.
The intelligent design belies the

narrowness of the block — just
10m wide at the front — and has
created enough space to suit both
the individual and the collective
needs of the whole family.
A modern rendered facade
features a timber-decked entrance
and a feature stacked stone wall by
Archistone. Inside, an engineered
floor of spotted gum adds warmth
to the long hallway, which has a
wall of glass on one side.
On the other side of the hall,
doors slide open to a lounge room,

which turns out to be a theatre
thanks to a drop-down screen and
discreet electronics.
A feature is the striking metallic
wallpaper Ali found at Wall Candy
in Fremantle.
Glazed doors and the extensive
use of glass avoid the potential
darkness and boxiness of long,

narrow homes. A study opening
off the hall enjoys an outlook
through its glass door and across
the hall out to a pebble courtyard
and waterwall.
The main bedroom, featuring
more Wall Candy wallpaper, has
mirror robes and a fully tiled
ensuite with a freestanding oval

The owners needed to factor in the
changing needs of a growing family.
bath. “I love the idea of a
freestanding bath, so we designed
the bathroom around it,”
explained Ali.
Two round bench basins sit on
top of the chocolate-coloured
stone benchtops, and there is a
shower and separate toilet.
Even the laundry space is
generous, including plenty of

storage and a tiled powder room.
Expansive open-plan
entertaining and living areas take
up the rear of the home.
An ultra-stylish galley kitchen
has white stone benchtops and
dark teak cupboards,
stainless-steel appliances and glass
splashbacks.
To allow the cook to be part of
the action, an extra-long island
bench, filled with self-closing
drawers, overlooks the dining and
living area, which has
white-on-white 1960s-inspired
wallpaper.
Bi-fold doors open the area to
the pool and alfresco terrace,
which has a stainless-steel outdoor
kitchen. Artificial turf ensures
year-round green with no
maintenance.
The children’s area is upstairs,
with three generous bedrooms off
a long landing.
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